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Dear Members,
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Firstly, allow me to take this opportunity on behalf of the MGA Council members
to wish all our valued members a blessed month of Ramadan.

2022 is already shaping up to be a busy year for MGA, as we continue to execute
the work plans for this year ahead of ensuring the success of gas market
liberalisation.

As part of the national movement in transitioning into the Endemic Phase,
countries around the Globe including Malaysia have reopened and lifted their
international travel restrictions starting from 1st April 2022. The economic
growth in all sectors is projected to expand this year, we are hopeful to see a full
recovery of the gas industry with strong external supply and demand and
expansion in domestic production capacity.

By 2022, MGA will continue to roll out our gas advocacy initiatives promoting the
advancement of a sustainable Malaysian gas industry through advocacy,
communication and education on behalf of its members and the nation. Our
Advocacy priorities will be as follows;

1. Positioning Natural Gas as significant fuel in the nation’s clean energy
transition

2. Promote demand growth and successful liberalised market

3. Supporting implementation of initiatives in 12th Malaysia Plan, National
Energy Policy and National Gas Roadmap

The recent global energy crisis, has added turmoil to an already tight energy
commodity market that causing volatility in short-term pricing with global spot
prices for natural gas reaching the highest level this year.

Malaysia is not spared from the direct impact of the commodity's soaring prices.
The increase in coal prices had caused the cost of generating electricity to
increase by 45%, which had a big impact on electricity tariffs in Peninsular
Malaysia as coal makes up 59% of power generation fuel source.

Blessed with indigenous natural gas, we are fortunate to stand amid the global
energy crisis, hence continuing to ensure reliable energy security for the nation.

The Government and industry players have undertaken measures including
liberalising our gas market to further strengthen the nation’s energy security.

MGA Appreciation Dinner

MGA Working Committee 2022

MGA New Members

GECF Global Gas Outlook 2050 

Dasar Agrikomoditi Negara 2030

Gas Highlights @ CERAWeek 2022

MGA Speaking @ Astro Awani
Webinar
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MGA 1st Industry Talk

IGU GVG Regional Update by MGA
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MGA Exhibit @ OTC Asia 2022

MY Country Session @ OTC Asia
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Abdul Aziz Othman

President of MGA
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Best Regards,
Aziz

- Continued from page 1 -
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At the upcoming World Gas
Conference 2022 (WGC 2022) in
Daegu, Korea from 23-27 May
2022, in my role as the IGU
Regional Coordinator for South
and Southeast Asia, I will be
speaking at one of the Current
Debates sessions.

I invite you to join me, global gas
industry players and policymakers
at the world's largest gas
conference. Visit
www.wgc2022.org to register.

Some good news on MGA
networking events. We are
delighted to inform you that we
will have our most anticipated
events, Hari Raya Open House and
Industry Gala Dinner again this
year.

We are pleased with the
restrictions on social events have
finally allowing us to organise a
larger scale of networking events
and provide opportunities for us to
meet more members physically.

This also means that MGA will be
back again to organising full scale
of Malaysian Gas Golf Challenge in
the next Q3.

We hope MGA members are
excited with the news we bring in,
and we look forward to resuming
more activities safely and to re-
connect very soon.

MGA had kicked off our Q1 gas advocacy with several
communications activities including media interviews
with The Edge and BERNAMA in February and March
respectively.

Both of media interviews highlighted the increasingly
important role of gas to play in the future energy mix,
uplifting the gas market liberalisation taking place as of
January 2022.

We also spoke about the development in liberalising the
Malaysian gas market, the advantages of market price
that will provide the right incentives in the economic
signals to investors, infrastructure operations,
distribution pipelines, buyers and sellers and the overall
market participants in terms of where the market is
heading.

A competitive gas market with strong demand growth
will certainly benefit all MGA members throughout the
Malaysian gas industry value chain with continued
investments in upstream, midstream and downstream
infrastructure. Strong gas demand is also key to
ensuring the success of a liberalised market.

We will proactively advocate for greater utilisation of gas
in the power sector and promote demand growth in the
industrial sector including cogeneration.

In the upcoming quarters, MGA will continue to
advocate and raise awareness about the benefits of gas
for the advancement of the gas industry.

MGA has always positioned natural gas as the cleanest
source of energy that can support and expedite the
growth of variable renewable energy (RE) in the short
and medium-term.

Natural gas will continue this important role in ensuring
energy security for the nation, with demand for natural
gas in the Peninsular power sector expected to increase
from 643 mmscfd in 2021 to around 1,600 mmscfd by
2039.

As the bridge between the policymakers and industry
players, MGA will continue to provide discourse
platforms to collaboratively deliberate and discuss how,
as one nation, we can move towards clean and
sustainable energy, whilst at the same time, addressing
the challenges of energy trilemma, namely energy
security, energy equity, and environment.

In 2022, MGA will continue to advocate the important
role of natural gas in meeting current clean energy needs
and in the energy transition in our communication and
engagement with policymakers, key stakeholders, the
public and the future generation. This includes MGA
organising more engagements to enhance
understanding of the regulatory and market dynamics.

We will also be expanded our advocacy initiatives by
participating several speaking engagements and
exhibitions at major energy conferences this year.

Our Secretary General explained how natural gas
addresses Energy Trilemma on Astro Awani and we
exhibited and participated in several programmes @
OTC Asia 2022 from 22-25 March 2022.

“We are hopeful with the positive
energy policy developments, the
National Energy Policy (NEP) and
National Gas Roadmap (NGR) are
expected to be released in Q2 this
year.

We believe that energy policies are
the main drivers of charting a
sustainable future for the Malaysian
gas industry. The policy measures
implemented by the Malaysian
Government, along with their
effectiveness and success level, are the
key to the future supply and demand
growth of natural gas.”

Abdul Aziz Othman - MGA
President

C o l l e c t i v e  A c t i o n  
t o w a r d s  a  v i b r a n t  
M a l a y s i a n  G a s  
I n d u s t r y

We are thankful for the support
from policymakers in recognising
the importance of the gas industry
to the nation and urge MGA
members to jointly educate all key
stakeholders on the important role
of gas in the low carbon energy
transition towards a sustainable
future. We want to enrich and
enliven MGA with healthy
discussions and innovative ideas.
Engaging effectively doesn’t happen
by itself, and it requires both ends to
be open and understand the cross-
value.

I also thank MGA's Working
Committees and Taskforce for their
dedication and voluntary
contribution to organising the
related activities.

I must also thank the MGA
Secretariat for successfully executing
all MGA's initiatives.

Last but definitely not least, thank
you to all MGA members for your
strong support.

May 2022 continue to be a bright
and success year for us.

http://www.wgc2022.org/
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On 25th January 2022, Hazli Sham Kassim, 6th MGA
President, outgoing and new MGA Council Members
were celebrated with an intimate appreciation dinner
hosted by MGA Council at JP Teres, Grand Hyatt Kuala
Lumpur.

As the evening rolled on with merriment, Abdul Aziz
Othman, MGA President warmly welcomed all Council
members with few words and thanking them for
spending their time off. The event then followed by
appreciation gifts handed over to the outgoing Council
members by MGA President.

The appreciation dinner also saw presence of outgoing
Council Members including Datuk Zunaidah Idris, Anwar
Yusoff, Heng Phok Wee, Kamal Bahrin Ahmad and Nan
Yusri Nan Rahimy. Among others attended were Afiq
Zarim, leader of MGA Advocacy & Nurul Aznin, leader of
MGA Membership & Social Working Committee.

For the next session, we invited Hazli Sham Kassim to
hand over an appreciation gift to the longest-serving
MGA secretariat, Putri Mohd Kassim for her 22 years of
service with MGA.

Abdul Aziz invited Hazli Sham Kassim to the floor, to
hand over a photobook specially made by MGA
Secretariat and an honorary certificate for his past
contributions as MGA President.

On behalf of MGA & Council members, Abdul Aziz
Othman expressed his gratitude to Hazli Sham for his
invaluable contributions to MGA and sent him best
wishes in his future endeavour.

It was a memorable night and everyone thoroughly
enjoyed each other’s company, the food and drinks.

“Shall memory restore 
the steps and the shore, 

The face and the 
meeting place”
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WORKING 

COMMITTEES

ADVOCACY

(ADV)

REGULATORY &

GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

(RGA)

LEARNING &

DEVELOPMENT

(L&D)

COMMUNICATIONS &

MULTIMEDIA (C&M)

MEMBERSHIP & SOCIAL (M&S)

TASK FORCE ON PROMOTING COGENERATION

(TF-C)

Responsible for 
the establishment 
and direction of 
MGA’s advocacy 
efforts

Engaging 
government 

stakeholders on 
matters affecting the 

gas industry in 
Malaysia.

A key value proposition 
to MGA members and is 
a vehicle to share 
knowledge about the 
natural gas value chain.

Delivering expected value propositions 
to members and increasing networking 
opportunities through social events.

To increase the profile of 
natural gas towards 
promoting greater 
understanding and a wider 
acceptance of natural gas 
via the most effective
Communications
platform.

The Working Committees (WCs) play
an important role in leading, planning
and and rolling out the programmes, activities
and events at MGA. With dedication,
passion, close collaboration and teamwork,
the WCs strives to ensure that MGA
accomplishes its mission to promote
advancement of a sustainable Malaysian gas
industry through advocacy, communication
and education on behalf of its members and
the nation.

Wanting be more involved? Get more out
of your membership? Learn more about
the dynamic gas industry? Help MGA
advocate natural gas?

Find the Working Committee that best
suits you and come join!

Contact MGA Secretariat at
secretariat@malaysiangas.com

The Cogeneration Task Force shall be a part of Regulatory 
& Government Affairs Working Committee and is 
established to promote cogeneration in Malaysia.

ADV 
Advisor: Abdul Aziz Othman (PGB)
Leader: M Afiq B Abu Zarim (PETRONAS)

RGA
Advisor: Zahid Osman (MISC Bhd)

L&D
Advisor: Choong Yen Li (Shell)
Leader: Sukiman Mohamed (EMEPMI)

C&M
Advisor: Rao Abdullah (Deleum Bhd)
Leader: Cindy Lopez (Shell)

M&S
Advisor: Yusri Mohamad (Valser Oil & Gas)
Leader: Nurul Aznin Mamat (Deleum Bhd)

TF-C
Leader: Dr. Lim Daw Yuen (Sime Darby 
Energy Solutions Sdn. Bhd.)

TF-EG
Leader: M Afiq B Abu Zarim (PETRONAS)

mailto:secretariat@malaysiangas.com
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Malaysian Gas Association (MGA) organised a Virtual Engagement with Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation

(MDEC) on 15 March 2022. Led by Dr. Lim Daw Yuen, Leader of MGA Task Force-Cogeneration, this engagement

is set to introduce and promote Cogeneration for potential use in data centers.

Dr. Lim started the meeting with an introduction about MGA and TF-C. He then shared the objectives of the

engagement which to introduce Cogeneration, a combined system of heat and power to generate electricity using

natural gas. In his presentation, Dr. Lim also highlighted the benefits of Cogeneration that fueled by RE, with an

extensive fuel infrastructure can help to increase energy efficiency.

Tan Tze Meng 

Bernard Simon Clement TayHilmi Hassan

Lionel Fok

Yuspikarl Adnan

Rosman Hamzah & Sarah Musfirah

Lim Daw Yuen

❑Increase fuel efficiency

❑Reduce needs for transmission and
distribution network

❑Reduce CO2 and other pollutants

❑Cost saving for energy consumer

❑Beneficial use of energy

Advantages Of Cogeneration 

MGA Task Force – Cogeneration During the Discussion
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• EPCC and maintenance of pipelines
• Fabrication and installation of piping
• Fabrication and erection of field storage tanks
• Civil works for petrochemical plants

Axianergy (M) Sdn. Bhd.

Visit Website

• Warehouse Management Software (WMS) solution 
provider

Indigo Software Asia Pacific Limited

Visit Website

• Stockiest
• Offshore & onshore facilities raw material supplies

Mumtaz Energy Sdn Bhd

Visit Website

• Inspection, Repair, Maintenance, Manpower Supply 
and Rental Equipment

Isma Pro Solution Sdn Bhd

Visit Website

• Subsea Service Provider – Underwater Services

Pioneer Pegasus Sdn Bhd

Visit Website

Visit Website

Visit Website

• Research and experimental development on natural 
sciences N.E.C

Gaztransport & Technigaz – GTT 
Sea Pte. Ltd.

• Engineering, Design & Built of Natural Gas related
stations, Skid Packages, Gas Transmission &
Distribution Network and Power Generation.

RMA Fiventures Malaysia Sdn Bhd

Hibiscus Petroleum Berhad
• Focused on monetising producing oilfields and 

growing portfolio of development and producing 
assets in areas of geographical focusVisit Website

http://www.axianergy.my/
https://www.indigo.co.uk/apac
http://www.mumtaz.com.my/
https://www.iprossolution.com/
http://www.rma-fiventures-ap.com/
http://gtt.fr/
http://www.pioneerpegasus.com.my/
https://www.hibiscuspetroleum.com/
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A D V O C A C Y

In the gas market, the combination of a post-COVID rebound in LNG demand, low
storage utilisation in Europe, a tight LNG shipping market and the cold winter of 2020-
2021 caused a strong recovery in demand and, as a consequence, in prices across the
globe in 2021. Gas prices will continue to be structurally higher.

➢ Natural gas continues to receive policy support and incentives, specifically in emerging and developing countries in Asia Pacific, Latin
America and Africa.

➢ Several gas-supportive policies and measures have occurred, Gas producers already started implementing solutions and policies that
promote options to reduce the GHGs footprint of gas supply chains.

➢ The release of national strategies and roadmaps promoting hydrogen development has seen unprecedented momentum during the
last two years.

➢ These policy dynamics have expanded across all the continents of the world, following the early publication of hydrogen strategies in
Japan in 2017 and South Korea and Australia in 2019.

➢ The recent gas policy developments indicate that the EU continues to consider natural gas as a key contributor to the energy
transition, despite clear opposition expressed by various stakeholders. Gas-based hydrogen will play a role over the next decade but
will be substantially challenged by renewables-based gas beyond 2030.

Natural gas and renewables grow substantially to 2050, together accounting for more
than 90% of the incremental rise in global energy demand.

This resilient outlook is underpinned by policy efforts aimed at air quality
improvements, coal- and oil-to-gas switching and the development of CCUS.

Increased demand for hydrogen in the energy sector is also expected to
enhance the role of natural gas.

Gas production in:
➢ Africa is expected to increase by an annual average growth rate of 2.8%,

from about 230 bcm in 2020 to about 520 bcm in 2050
➢ Asia Pacific will expand by 22% to reach around 815 bcm by 2050.
➢ Eurasia expected to add more than 480 bcm to its current production by

2050
➢ The global gas trade is expected to grow by 45% by 2050, at 1.5% per

annum between 2020 and 2050 to reach 1,815 bcm and account for 1/3 of
global gas demand.

On 1st March 2022, The Gas Exporting Countries Forum (GECF), publicly unveiled its
annual GECF Global Gas Outlook 2050 (Outlook), a comprehensive report on the status
of natural gas up to 2050.

In the sixth edition, the Outlook finds that natural gas can become the fuel of choice in
satisfying the growing world energy needs, addressing climate change and improving air
quality.

It predicts the share of natural gas in the energy mix will increase from 23% today to 27%
by 2050.

Natural gas demand to rise by nearly 50 percent in
2050: GECF

Policy Developments

GAS is Expected to become dominant
fossil fuel by 2050
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The American Gas Association (AGA) released a new study, Net-Zero Emissions Opportunities for Gas
Utilities on how America’s natural gas utilities will be essential to meet emissions reduction goals
including achieving net-zero.

This study demonstrates how gas utilities, and their customers can achieve the goal of significant
greenhouse gas emissions reductions using natural gas, gas infrastructure assets and advanced
technologies. There are 8 key takeaways highlighted as follows:

Gas utilities and gas infrastructure can play crucial and enduring roles when building
pathways to achieve a net-zero emissions future

• ICF worked with the AGA to develop a set of illustrative pathways combining different technologies
and approaches to emission reduction with a focus on opportunities to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions within gas utilities’ purview including operations and the direct use of natural gas by utility
customers across residential, commercial, industrial, and transportation sectors.

Using a range of different approaches and technologies, gas utilities can meet net-zero GHG
emissions targets and the appropriate mix of measures will vary by region and utility.

The significant supply potential of difference options for renewable natural gas (RNG), hydrogen blending and opportunities to unlock greater
renewable and low carbon gas supply through hydrogen by methanating it into a synthetic renewable natural gas has been highlighted.

The ability of gas infrastructure to store and transport large amounts of energy to meet seasonal
and peak day energy use represents an important and valuable resource that needs to be
considered when building pathways to achieve net-zero greenhouse gas emissions goals

• Leveraging both gas and electricity in decarbonization plans could help alleviate other challenges associated with an electrification-only
approach.

• Planning for a net-zero future should not necessitate a choice between one energy system or another energy system (gas, electricity or other
forms) – making use of both systems for their relative strengths should allow for a lower-risk pathway to reduce emissions.

Continued utilization of gas infrastructure can increase the likelihood of successfully
reaching net-zero targets while minimizing customer impacts

• All of the emissions reduction options need to be considered and where viable, deployed in net-zero emissions pathways to maintain
flexibility, decrease the chances of energy systems falling, maintain or increase existing public support for aggressive climate action and
increase the chances of reaching net-zero targets.

Large amounts of renewables and low-carbon electricity and gases, and negative emissions
technologies will be required to meet an economy-wide 2050 net-zero target

• In power sector, rapid and widespread adoption of renewable, low-carbon and negative emissions resources in the gas sector will be essential
to decarbonizing the energy supply if the gas distribution system is to be part of the decarbonization solution.

• All pathways included incorporate a significant expansion of renewable natural gas (RNG) and hydrogen consumption. RNG has clear role in
helping different sectors to decarbonize.

Gas utilities can achieve significant emission reductions by pursuing immediate actions like
expanded energy efficiency, renewable fuels and methane emissions mitigation

• Improvements in energy efficiency are often the lowest-cost approach to reduce emissions and can have significant impact while offering a range
of benefits to customers (from reduced bills to increase comfort)

• Many energy efficiency measures that gas utilities can support such as smart thermostats or building insulation retrofits, also promote customer
choice since they can support decarbonization pathways using both electric and gas end uses.

Supportive policy and regulatory approval will be essential for gas utilities to achieve net-
zero emissions

• Gas utilities cannot implement many of these decarbonization pathways on their own as it operates under strict regulations by state and federal
regulators and must adhere to many rules and processes.

• Environmental and climate policy must be aligned with gas utility regulator constructs for gas utilities to continue invest in gas infrastructure while
advancing cost-effective emissions reduction opportunities.

With increased R&D and coordination with the electric sector, there are greater
opportunities to unlock more decarbonization measures that leverage the gas system

• The net-zero pathways in this study include a balance of existing technologies in the market today, early-stage commercial technologies that are
just beginning to reach the market and emerging technologies at different stages of research, development and demonstration (RD&D)

1

2

3

4

5
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7
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Dasar Agrikomoditi Negara 2030 sets the policy direction for the coming 10 years developed through extensive
engagement with key stakeholders across the public and private sector.

Eight commodities including biogas were covered in “Chapter 10: Promoting Biofuels as a Source of Clean
Energy” to address about this biofuel from palm oil mill effluent (POME).

❑SUSTAINABILITY
Continue educating and encouraging mills to install biogas capture facilities

❑PRODUCTIVITY
Invest in R&D&C such as database, feasibility study and technical evaluation to increase feasibility of grid connection

❑VALUE-CREATION
i. Promote power generation where feasible

ii. Facilitate mills to convert biogas to bio-CNG
iii. Introduce a bio-CNG blending mandate
iv. Develop mill cluster schemes

❑INCLUSIVENESS
Support rural electrification by including biogas as solution

The development of the circular economy has been promoted, applying the reduce,
reuse and recycle (3R) approach.
YB Datuk Hajah Zuraida Kamaruddin – Minister of Plantation Industries and
Commodities

We must all work together to mobilise our resources and technical capacity to ensure
effective and efficient implementation.
YBhg. Datuk Ravi Muthayah – Secretary General, Ministry of Plantation Industries
and Commodities

Enablers needed for biogas from Palm Oil Mill Effluent treatment (POME)
Two enablers were identified to ensure the successful implementation of the strategies describe above which are :

❑ For investment facilitation, 327 mills that are yet to install biogas capture facilities may be more willing to invest if there is support
to make the investments needed. Creative funding options will be explored towards this end including seeking access to
international climate funds or carbon offset schemes.

❑ For infrastructure development, connectivity to the national or local grids is vital for mills to capture value from the installation of
their biogas capture facilities. Similarly, bio-CNG storage and transportation facilities will be developed and related costs factored
into pricing.

The government will continue to encourage the installation of biogas capture facilities and support mills to create value
through power generation and conversion to bio-CNG as part of the circular economy.

Seven strategies will be implemented across four policy thrusts which are sustainability, productivity, value-creation and
inclusiveness.

W a y  f o r w a r d  f o r  B i o g a s  f r o m  P a l m  
O i l  M i l l  E f f l u e n t  t r e a t m e n t  ( P O M E )
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CERAWeek 2022, the world’s preeminent energy
conference held from 7th - 11 March 2022 in
Houston on its 40th anniversary. Themed on, "Pace
of Change: Energy, Climate, and Innovation“, the
CERAWEEK has addressed the challenges and
opportunities of reducing emissions while
supplying the needs of growing global economy.

The world’s energy industry leaders, experts,
government officials, policymakers, leaders from
the technology, financial and industrial
communities in-person were convened to take part
in this conference.H i g h l i g h t s  o f  N a t u r a l  G a s  

@  C E R A W e e k  

Giulia Chierchia, Bp’s Executive Vice President of Strategy, Sustainability and Ventures

"The low carbon content of natural gas will drive the move away from coal. In India as an example, if the
country stopped building new coal-fired power today and met its future power generation needs with
natural gas, it would avoid about 2 billion mt of GHG emissions annually. This is in comparison to India's
2020 total GHG emissions of 2.4 billion mt according to the International Energy Agency. Bp is aiming to
provide 15% of India's gas needs by the end of 2022."

Tengku Muhammad Taufik, President & Group CEO of Petronas

"For Petronas, the national energy company of Malaysia, 70% of its portfolio is natural gas. Bringing gas
molecules forth should be the world's priority. Not only natural gas as clean option but it provides
affordable energy for the emerging world. There are available technologies such as carbon capture that can
be embraced today to reduce emissions. Countries will move from coal to gas and can't be mandated to
move to renewables overnight."

Amin Nasser, CEO of Saudi Aramco

"The world needs all energy sources to support a successful transition and stressed that the demonization
of the oil and gas industry will be counterproductive to resolving the global energy crisis. We need to
embrace new uses for hydrocarbons, such as blue hydrogen, combined with technologies like CCUS,
without which net zero is unlikely to be reached."

John Kerry, U.S. Special Presidential Envoy for Climate

"20 countries account for 80% of total global emissions. However, we require 45% reduction in GHG
emissions over the next eight years to achieve the 1.5° target goal. The key to achieving the goal is to
focus on reducing the cost while increasing the volume of blue and green hydrogen production,
supplementing the capacity and longevity of battery storage capabilities and implementing CCUS
initiatives. We must make “green” products better than previous offerings to induce a change of mindset
and influence buying patterns."

Darren Woods, ExxonMobil’s Chairman and CEO

"ExxonMobil will focus on meeting the world’s energy requirements, reducing GHG emissions while
facilitating the energy transition, mostly as a traditional oil and gas producer. The advancements in the
Permian will enable XoM (ExxonMobil) to achieve net-zero by the end of the decade, but additional
technologies are required in CCUS, hydrogen and biofuel production which XoM intends to develop
rather than wind or solar. To help facilitate the energy transfer, government officials should provide a
stable regulatory platform where industry can invest and develop long-term solutions without the fear of
elected officials picking one technology over another."
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MGA Participated in MPRC’s Gas Hub Technical Committee Meeting 

MGA participated in the Gas Hub technical committee meeting organised by Malaysia Petroleum Resources Corporation
(MPRC).

Chaired by Mohd Yazid Ja'afar, President/Chief Executive Officer of MPRC, the first committee meeting attended by
Rosman Hamzah, MGA Secretary General that held on 14th February 2022 was also attended by various gas industry
stakeholders.

Wood Mackenzie (WM) has been commissioned by the Economic Planning Unit of the Prime Minister Office (EPU) /
Malaysia Petroleum Resources Corporation (MPRC) to prepare a roadmap to position Malaysia as a regional gas hub.
Through close collaboration with key stakeholders comprising industry players as well as government representatives,
the first meeting was initiated to solicit insights and feedback on the current state of Malaysia’s gas market and
opportunities for improvements.

Malaysia has endured its gas market liberalisation
journey since 2017 and made progress in
establishing some of the building blocks which
are critical for full market liberalization beginning
January 2022.

The study, is specifically designed to improve any
gaps and opportunities for Malaysia to
strengthen these building blocks and further
enhanced the development of Malaysian gas
market liberalisation.

MGA is delighted to be able to participate this
important study as it will better factor in various
perspectives, identify challenges and propose
initiatives which can overcome the challenges
and bridge gaps for a sustainable future of
Malaysian gas industry.

Photo:
Key stakeholders of gas industry in a group photo at the Gas Hub Technical Committee Meeting on 14th February 2022 at
G Tower, Kuala Lumpur.

The meeting was started with opening remarks by Mohd Yazid Ja'afar, President/Chief Executive Officer of MPRC and
continued with presentation of the Gas hub study by Wood Mackenzie before the floor is open floor questions and
feedbacks.
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MGA Advocates on Important Role of Natural Gas at Astro Awani Webinar 2022

Rosman Hamzah, Secretary General of MGA, spoke at Awani Webinar “Energizing Malaysia’s Future, with Gas” on 28
January 2022. Moderated by Sharaad Kuttan, Senior Anchor & Producer of Astro Awani, the Webinar also featured fellow
panelist, Prof Renato Lima-de-Oliveira, Assistant Professor of Business and Society, Asia School of Business.

Rosman highlighted several important key takeaways on “Natural Gas”:

Watch the Webinar full recording available at this link

• In developing policies relating to energy, it is important for policymakers to address the energy trilemma of 
energy security, energy equity and environment sustainability.

• With multiple sources and reliable infrastructure, natural gas will continue to ensure energy security for the 
nation and will continue to bring positive impact to its socio-economic growth.

• According to a report on Peninsular Malaysia Generation Development Plan 2020 by the Energy Commission, a 
combined of 21GW of new gas-fired power plant and renewable energy will be added into the peninsular grid 
capacity by 2039 resulting in a total carbon reduction of 60%.

• A report by Boston Consulting Group expects gas to make up 39% of power generation installed capacity when 
Malaysia achieves net zero in 2050.

• Natural Gas will play an important role in energizing Malaysia’s future even in 2050 and beyond.

https://youtu.be/ys--6Vw5_EE
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K e y  H i g h l i g h t s
@ OTC Asia Panel Session 4

Growing Demand for Offshore Gas

MGA President speaks in the Panel Session 4 @ OTC Asia 2022
on 23rd March 2022. Themed on “Growing Demand for
Offshore Gas”, the panel session that was co-moderated by
Raj Deo Tewari, Chief Scientist, PETRONAS Research Sdn. Bhd.
and Muhamad Sallehuddin Abd Jabar, Head Process, Group
Technical Solution (GTS), PETRONAS, featured the following
speakers;

1. Abdul Aziz Othman, President of MGA
2. Naser Al Hajri, Senior Vice President, Operations -

Southeast Asia, Mubadala Petroleum
3. Pradeep Kumar, Global Key Accounts Director,

Turbomachinery & Process Solutions, Baker Hughes
4. Jestsadar Ngamchitrungruang, Manager, Natural Gas

Supply & Trading Directorare, PTT Public Company
Limited

5. Pandai Othman, Managing Director & Chief Executive
Officer (MD & CEO), Malaysia Marine and Heavy
Engineering Holdings Berhad (MHB)

The panel session started with the context setting by the
moderator who outlined the focus of discussion on the market
development, demand from the gas sector to capture the
growth potential in an increasingly competitive market and
followed by the moderated panel session with all the
panellists.

1. Gas is a critical fuel for pragmatic energy
transition towards a low carbon economy.
Not only as the most reliable option but also
the cleanest source of energy, to support and
expedite growth of variable renewable energy
in the short and medium-term further reduce
the overall GHG emission and helping
Malaysia to achieve net zero emission target.

2. With the power sector commands the largest
share of gas demand, gas demand is going to
increase nearly three-fold to 2039.

3. With a clear need of gas, there is also a clear
need for investment on gas. Investment &
funding of gas fields and delivery
infrastructure must continue.

4. It is important to balance the energy trilemma
with energy access and affordability high in
the agenda. The future of clean energy
transition in Malaysia should pivot around
natural gas, supported by other gases.
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MGA successfully organised its 1st edition
of #MGAIndustryTalk on 4th March 2022. Exclusively
to MGA members, the Webinar titled “Global Gas
Outlook and Impact to Malaysia” delved into an
insightful discussions on the gas supply and
consumption, as well as their future prospects for
this year and how it will be impacting the Malaysian
gas industry.

Registered by 163 and attended by 139 participants,
the first MGA Industry Talk was co-moderated by
Rosman Hamzah, Secretary General of MGA
and Afiq Zarim, Leader of MGA Advocacy Working
Committee.

The webinar began with exclusive presentations by
the professional Analysts from Wood Mackenzie,
featuring first panelist, Valery Chow, Vice President
and Head of APAC Gas & LNG kicked off the
presentation particularly on the Global Gas Markets
Outlook. It was then followed by the second
panelist, Asti Nuraini Asra, Principal Analyst, Gas &
LNG presented on the Southeast Asia Gas Markets
Outlook.

MGA 1st INDUSTRY TALK

Global Gas Outlook and Impact to Malaysia

Rosman Hamzah Afiq Zarim

➢ Key Takeaways

China and South Korea increased their imports by +20 Mt, while the United States led the world in LNG supply growth 
(+21 Mt

As industrial gas demand levels off, the power sector's share of gas consumption becomes increasingly dominating.

Malaysia is expected to see positive growth in gas and energy demand path due to domestic resources

Sabah has strong growth to drive their own domestic gas demand with gas master plan that serves as reference on 
natural gas development to utilize more gas resources and drive downstream industry and demand.

LNG becomes the pillar of gas supply in Southeast Asia resulting incremental in reliance on LNG import. 

14

Asti Nuraini Asra Valery Chew
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IGU’s GLOBAL VOICE OF GAS (GVG)

Includes a Regional Update from MGA

Open

Click icon to access the magazine

Gas today is the cleanest burning fossil
fuel, with half the emissions of those from coal
and immense wider environmental benefits,
when it comes to air quality, water use and
waste.

Gas today is a sure and immediate way to
reduce emissions from power, industry and
transport.

Gas today is the second pillar of
decarbonisation, enabling greater shares of
intermittent renewable power generation and
mitigating long-duration variability that
exceeds current battery storage capabilities.

Finally, and imperatively, gas today is itself a
decarbonisation solution, thanks to its unique
ability to be blended and substituted over time
with renewable gas, including Hydrogen and
decarbonized gas.

https://www.igu.org/news/global-voice-of-gas-7/
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IGU’s GLOBAL VOICE OF GAS (GVG)

A Regional Update from MGA

Open

Click icon to access the magazine

I G U  R e g i o n a l  U p d a t e  
By Abdul Aziz Othman, MGA President on page 16-17

Click icon to access the magazine

S p e c i a l  W r i t e - U p  
By Abdul Aziz Othman, MGA President on page 59

https://issuu.com/igu.publications/docs/gvgvol2iss1/16
https://issuu.com/igu.publications/docs/gvgvol2iss1/16
https://issuu.com/igu.publications/docs/gvgvol2iss1/58
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KUALA LUMPUR: Gas akan menjadi komponen penting
tenaga negara pada masa hadapan kerana dilihat
berupaya mengurangkan pelepasan karbon dan
meningkatkan kualiti udara apabila menggantikan
kebergantungan arang batu dan bahan api yang lain. Ia
turut menjamin kelestarian tenaga negara sejajar usaha
untuk mencapai negara sifar bersih menjelang 2050.

Setiausaha Agung Persatuan Gas Malaysia (MGA),
Rosman Hamzah berkata, ketika beberapa rantau
menuju negara sifar bersih, bagaimanapun masih ada
sejumlah 759 juta populasi yang tidak mempunyai akses
sumber elektrik dan kira-kira 2.6 bilion masih
kekurangan akses kepada bahan api bersih untuk
memasak.

Oleh itu, beberapa perkara perlu diberikan perhatian
sebelum perubahan tenaga dapat direalisasikan di
sesebuah kawasan, iaitu dengan menitikberatkan
penyeimbangan ‘trilemma’ tenaga.

MGA was mentioned in a media news coverage from
Astro Awani Webinar attended by Rosman Hamzah,
Secretary General of MGA on 28 January 2022.

“Pertamanya adalah sekuriti tenaga yang akan memastikan
tiada sebarang gangguan bekalan tenaga berlaku. Kedua adalah
ekuiti tenaga yang mana untuk memastikan akses kepada
sumber tenaga yang saksama dan mampu milik.

“Akhir sekali, ketiga adalah kelestarian alam sekitar yang mana
untuk memastikan penggunaan tenaga yang
berhemah untuk memastikan keselamatan alam sekitar yang
terjamin,” katanya dalam webinar LINC@AWANI: Energizing
Malaysia’s Future, with Gas, pada Jumaat.

Sementara itu, Penolong Profesor Perniagaan dan Masyarakat,
Asia School of Business (ASB), Dr Renato Lima de Oliveira
berkata, selain mampu meningkatkan peluang pekerjaan dan
pendapatan negara, gas juga bersifat fleksibel.

“Apa yang menarik perhatian saya adalah apabila kita bercakap
mengenai tenaga masa hadapan Malaysia terutama melalui gas,
dunia sedang bergerak ke arah tenaga yang pelbagai, tidak ada
sumber tenaga khusus yang akan menggantikan apa yang kita
ada hari ini, sebaliknya kita mempunyai pelbagai sumber tenaga
yang berbeza.

“Namun, apakah kelebihan dan peranan gas? Ini yang perlu kita
ketahui. Baru-baru ini pada World Energy Outlook (WEO) oleh
pakar daripada Agensi Tenaga Antarabangsa (IEA) berkata, gas
ialah tenaga paling sukar untuk diramalkan, sama ada
sumbernya akan bertambah atau berkurang. “Ia juga sumber
tenaga versatil dan fleksibel serta menyumbang kepada
penyahkarbonan dunia sekiranya menggantikan arang batu,”
katanya.

Terdahulu, Agenda Hijau seperti digariskan dalam Rancangan
Malaysia Ke-12 (RMK12) menjadi petanda positif bagi
industri tenaga negara yang bergerak seiring dengan peralihan
global ke arah amalan bersih dan lestari.

Click on the above photo to read full news article

https://malaysiangas.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/www-astroawani-com-berita-bisnes-gas-komponen-penting-tenaga-negara-pada-masa-hadapan-344232.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRqVo5AjaOI
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On 7 February 2022, MGA was featured in The Edge Malaysia and The Edge CEO Brief on 8 February 2022.

Natural
gas market
liberalisation
— What’s 
Next
for Malaysia

In line with Malaysian Gas

Association (MGA) aspirations to
position natural gas as a clean and
efficient source of energy, the
association has been at the forefront
in advocating for gas market
liberalisation. A competitive gas
market with strong demand growth
will benefit all MGA members
throughout the Malaysian gas
industry value chain with continued
investments on upstream,
midstream and downstream
infrastructure.

With 150 corporate members under
its belt, MGA has been proactively
highlighting the role of natural gas in
addressing the energy trilemma to
ensure long-term energy security for
the nation.

“MGA has always positioned natural
gas as the cleanest source of energy
that can support and expedite the
growth of variable renewable energy
(RE) in the short and medium term.

“In fact, we believe that natural gas
is important to grow RE as we
highlighted in our MGA Webinar on
Gas & Renewable in October last
year,” according to MGA President,
Abdul Aziz Othman, in an email
interview with The Edge.

Aziz added that based on the report
by the Energy Commission of
Malaysia (EC), a total combination of
more than 21GW of new gas-fired
power and RE will be added to the
Peninsula grid by 2039. He said
together with the RE, natural gas will
contribute towards reducing the
power sector carbon intensity by
60% before 2039.

In achieving this, Aziz said power
sector demand for natural gas in the
peninsula power sector is expected
to increase from 643 mmscfd in 2021
to around 1,600 mmscfd by 2039.

MGA acts as a 
platform for 
discussion among 
policymakers

Another hot topic surrounding the
association is the issue of Third-Party
Access (TPA), which has already been
set up and fully implemented in
January 2022.

When asked about what the
association thinks about the current
TPA structure so far, Aziz replied that
improvements are continuous and
MGA looks forward to increasing the
total demand volume and ensuring
gas is traded on a willing buyer-
willing seller basis. - Continued on page 16 -

“We are fortunate that we can learn
from other countries such as the UK,
which have gone through market
liberalisation much earlier than us.

“As part of MGA’s efforts to promote
improvements, the association will
continue to act as a platform for
dialogues between policymakers,
regulators, market players and
consumer representatives,” he said.

The TPA system aims to liberalise the
gas market in Malaysia where third
parties are able to access gas facilities
that they do not own or operate.

Since 16 January 2017, gas
infrastructure owners have allowed
third parties to use their facilities at
regulated rates, namely Petronas Gas
Bhd’s (PetGas) two regasification
terminals and gas transport pipeline, as
well as the gas distribution pipeline of
Gas Malaysia Bhd.

“MGA has been advocating for gas
market liberalisation. We have been
involved in the discussion throughout
the journey since the government
decided to liberalise the market.

“As the bridge between the
government and the industry players,
we facilitate discussions between all
parties to ensure a smooth transition in
the gas industry.
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He pointed out that during the
Malaysian Gas Symposium last
year, an international expert
stated that normally the
electricity sector is either
liberalised first or together with
the gas market.

“The same expert also
concluded that what is
important is that the price is not
controlled by other factors but
the market fundamentals.

“The market price will provide
the right incentives in the
economic signals to investors,
infrastructure operations,
distribution pipelines, buyers
and sellers and the overall
market participants in terms of
where the market is heading,”
he said.

Meanwhile, Aziz also touched
on the Malaysian Electricity
Supply Industry (MESI 2.0),
which was introduced by the
Ministry of Energy and Natural
Resources in 2019.

He said MGA looks forward to
the review of the electricity
supply industry as committed by
the government in the 12th
Malaysia Plan to address any
imbalance in the energy market.

“MGA also looks ahead to
the 2021 edition of the
Peninsular Malaysia
Generation Development
Plan to reflect the
government’s
commitment to no longer
build new coal plants and
further enhance the
integral role of natural
gas in the power sector.
“We expect natural gas to
continue this important
role in ensuring energy
security for the nation
beyond 2050,” he
clarified.

“A recent example, MGA
organised a series of roundtable
dialogues between policymakers
and industry players on the
subject of LNG market and TPA in
2021 where we discussed the
current state, challenges and
opportunities of gas market
liberalisation
and TPA,” he said.

On matching the domestic gas
price to the international gas
price, Aziz elaborated that the
price of natural gas, including to
the power sector, should not be
regulated as done in the past.

“It should be traded on a willing
buyer-willing seller basis as
intended in a liberalised market,”
he said.

He then further explained that in
a liberalised gas market
environment, the market price is
the price that has been
determined upon negotiation
between buyer and seller.

As of Jan 1 this year, the price of
gas to the non-power sector is
fully liberalised according to the
MGA President.

On the other hand, Aziz also
shared that unlike other countries,
Malaysia has chosen to liberalise
the natural gas market first. This,
in turn, could result in pressure on
gas prices if the price of electricity
is not priced to market.

- Continued from page 15 -

Click here to read full editorial article on
MGA Website.

https://malaysiangas.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Natural-Gas-Market-Liberalisation-Whats-Next-for-Malaysia.pdf
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MGA President Shed Light:

Why pragmatic policies and gas market
liberalisation are important?

In exclusive media interview with BERNAMA

MGA also plays a vital role in promoting the
efficient use of gas and creating demand through
cogeneration, an efficient and cleaner way of
generating electric power and thermal energy
such as heat and steam from a single fuel source.

FULL LIBERALISATION TO SUSTAIN THE
INDUSTRY, ATTRACT INVESTORS AND
THIRD-PARTY PLAYERS

Abdul Aziz said the price of gas across the board
should be at the market price and stressed the
need for a full liberalisation to sustain the
industry.

He said full liberalisation in the natural gas
industry would attract third party players and
investors as price normalisation would enable
third party access (TPA), providing opportunities
as well as benefits for both suppliers and buyers as
well as ensuring the nation’s long-term energy
supply security.

As of Jan 1, 2022, gas distribution to the non-
power sector has been fully liberalised.

“The biggest user of the gas industry is the power
generation. The gas industry technically should
have been liberalised since January 2020 but is still
being controlled by the government.

“If we want to make the gas industry sustainable,
we think that full liberalisation should happen
instead of just the industrial sector,” he said.

He said the power sector is an important driver of
gas demand in fuelling Malaysia’s electricity
generation, with almost 50 per cent of gas
production going to the sector, and the
association expected gas demand from the sector
to remain strong as natural gas is an important
fuel for energy transition, addressing the energy
trilemma to ensure long-term energy security for
the nation.

Abdul Aziz said Peninsular Malaysia took up the
largest portion of the country’s gas demand while
a significant portion of the natural gas produced
offshore of East Malaysia is exported in the form
of liquefied natural gas (LNG).

KUALA LUMPUR, March 31 (Bernama) -- As the nation’s lead
advocator for the natural gas industry, the Malaysian Gas
Association (MGA) will continue its role in promoting fair policies not
only for customers but also for all players across the value chain.

President Abdul Aziz Othman said the association is committed to
maintain the role to ensure the natural gas industry continue to be
sustainable and vibrant for as long as possible.

He said as the bridge between the government, policymakers and
industry players, MGA facilitated discussions between all parties to
ensure a smooth transition in the gas industry.

“We will advocate to make gas available to everybody but the
pricing should be affordable and competitive, rather than to drive
down the price.

“When we were established in 1986, we advocated for the usage of
gas as it was not widely known and because it was the cleanest fuel
compared to other forms of gas such as coal,” he told Bernama in an
interview recently.

The association has 130 corporate members from across the gas
value chain, including companies involved in large scales gas
consumers such as industry and power generators, production and
delivery of gas as well as support services such as consulting and
engineering. - Continued on page 18 -

https://www.bernama.com/en/business/news.php?id=2067567
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On the impact of COVID-19 on the industry, he said MGA is
bullish that the industry would turn around with improving
demand in line with the opening of the economy.

“Demand has gone down during the stricter lockdown in
the first movement control order in 2020. We have seen
demand for natural gas improve a little with the following
lockdown where factories were permitted to resume their
operations.

“Now that the economy has opened and factories are
operating normally, we expect the gas demand will
increase and that will benefit the players,” he said.

REDUCING DEPENDENCY ON COAL

Abdul Aziz said Malaysia has committed to achieve carbon
neutrality by as early as 2050 and this commitment
included ceasing to build new coal-fired power plants.

Towards the move to achieve carbon neutrality, he said
Malaysia would need natural gas even more as fuel for
power generation and as a partner to renewable energy.

He said MGA is part of a technical committee for a new
framework, Natural Gas Roadmap (NGR), to chart the
industry’s direction in optimising demand growth, ensuring
the security of supply and liberalising the market to
enhance efficiency and competitiveness.

Abdul Aziz said the NGR, which is currently being finalised,
is drafted to support the National Energy Policy that would
contribute towards achieving long-term energy security at
competitive pricing while at the same time ensuring its
environmental sustainability.

Currently, he said almost 60 per cent of the power
generation is by coal in Peninsular Malaysia.
“We think gas is well-positioned to complement the
government's net-zero aspirations,” he said.

He said the association also look forward to the review of
the electricity supply industry as committed by the
government in the 12th Malaysia Plan (12MP) to address
any imbalance in the energy market.

Meanwhile, he said TNB has also committed to be coal-free
by 2050 and this aspiration is underpinned by a
commitment to reduce 35 per cent of its emissions
intensity as well as 50 per cent of its coal generation
capacity by 2035.

“A vibrant market will encourage greater
utilisation of gas, increasing gas demand, ensuring
the security of supply thereby, stimulating more
business opportunities and investments throughout
the gas industry value chain,”.

Abdul Aziz Othman, MGA President

According to the Report on Peninsular Malaysia Generation
Power Development Plan 2020, natural gas is expected to
play the long-term role of providing energy access and
security and at the same time, help the nation meet its
improved greenhouse gas emissions reduction target of 45
per cent of gross domestic product by 2030.

However, he said energy transition is not an overnight
change as it would take years of investment and require
comprehensive policies for the mid to long-term strategies.

“Transition must be pragmatic and carefully planned since
different countries have different circumstances. We need
to figure out what is the best pathway for the country,” he
said.

INDUSTRY COLLABORATIONS

Collaborations across the gas industry are vital to ensure
understanding of the industry players on the gas market
liberalisation thus, making it more vibrant and competitive.

Successful and fully liberalised gas market will lead towards a
vibrant and sustainable natural gas industry and the nation will
benefit from enhanced energy security and reliability.

He said MGA is expected to be busy playing a role as a bridge
between policymakers, the regulator and industry players
moving forward to the review of the electricity supply industry
as committed in the 12MP.

- Continued from page 17 -

https://www.bernama.com/bm/ekonomi/news.php?id=2067566
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MGA EXHIBIT @ OTC ASIA 2022

MGA participated in the exhibition @ OTC Asia 2022 that was
held at KL Convention Centre from 22nd until 25th March
2022. It was the 1st physical exhibition MGA participated in
after 2 years of COVID-19 onset.

The booth was set up with information about MGA’s role as
the lead advocate across Malaysian gas industry value chain.
Other information that was displayed was upcoming events
where Abdul Aziz Othman, MGA President will be speaking at
the World Gas Conference 2022 in Daegu, Korea.

Over 100 of visitors visited MGA booth located at G401, hall 4.
There were also MGA members who came and several
prospect industry players interested to join MGA and keen to
know MGA’s role as the lead advocates for the natural gas
industry.

The highlight of the 1st day of exhibition, MGA was honoured to have YB Dato’ Sri Mustapa Mohamed, Minister in Prime
Minister’s Department (Economy), YM Datuk Tengku Muhammad Taufik, President & Group CEO of PETRONAS visited
our booth. During the visit, Mustaffa Kamal, Treasurer of MGA took the opportunity to hand over a photo gift that was
taken at IEF-IGU Ministerial Gas Forum in December 2020 to YB Dato’ Sri Mustapa.

Watch the first day of MGA at OTC Asia 2022 here.

From right:
Yusri Mohamad, MGA Council Member, Abdul Aziz Othman,
MGA President, Yazid Jaafar, President/CEO MPRC, Rosman
Hamzah, MGA Secretary General

From left:
Ariff, MGA Intern, Adiff Zulkifli, Executive Vice President & 
CEO Upstream, PETRONAS, Afrina, MGA Secretariat, 
Rosman Hamzah, MGA Secretary General

From left:
Mustafa Kamal, MGA Treasurer, YM Datuk Tengku Muhammad Taufik, President & Group CEO of
PETRONAS, YB Dato’ Sri Mustapa Mohamed, Minister in Prime Minister’s Department (Economy) &
Rosman Hamzah, MGA Secretary General during the photo session.

https://youtu.be/S8RxtE13Z_Y
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MGA’S ROLE BEHIND THE SCENE OF 

MALAYSIA COUNTRY SESSION @ OTC ASIA 2022

MGA is a member of Malaysian Task Force for OTC Asia 2022.
Playing an important role, Rosman Hamzah, Secretary
General of MGA has been working tirelessly in coordinating
the Malaysia Country Session @ OTC Asia 2022. Themed on
“Role of Upstream Investments in Ensuring Pragmatic
Pathway Towards Net Zero”, Malaysia Country Session was
successfully held on the 3rd day of OTC Asia, 23rd March 2022.

As Malaysia aspires to achieve Net Zero Emission (NZE) as
early as 2050, the Malaysia Country Session aims to answer
the questions by exploring be the role of the oil & gas sector
in ensuring a pragmatic and responsible energy transition
and the need to maintain upstream investments.

The Session Chairs by Mohd Redhani Abdul Rahman, Head,
Portfolio, Intervention and Transition, PETRONAS and

Sharifah Zaida Nurlisha Syed Ibrahim,
President, Malaysia Oil & Gas Services Council (MOGSC)
featuring the following panelists:

1. YBhg. Datuk Yatimah Sarjiman, Deputy Director General
(Sectoral), Economic Planning Unit (EPU).

2. YBhg. Dato’ Arham Abdul Rahman, Chief Executive
Officer, Malaysian Investment Development Authority
(MIDA)

3. Mohamed Firouz Asnan, Senior Vice President, Malaysia
Petroleum Management, Upstream Business, PETRONAS

4. Shane Harris, Chairman & President, ExxonMobil
Exploration and Production Malaysia Inc

5. Charlotte Wolff Bye, Chief Sustainability Officer,
PETRONAS

Malaysian Country session started with the Session Chair,
Mohd Redhani Abdul Rahman set the context setting of the
discussion. The 90 minutes was heavily discussed great
insights from the panelists on how can the country
developing a pragmatic NZE pathway than responsibly
balance the Energy Trilemma, whilst at the same time
ensuring Malaysia remain an attractive investment
destination.

It was then followed by the moderated panel session and
responding to the questions from the floor.

From left:
Mohd Redhani Abdul Rahman, The Session Chair, YBhg. Datuk Yatimah
Sarjiman, Mohamed Firouz Asnan, Shane Harris, Charlotte Wolff Bye & YBhg. 
Dato’ Arham Abdul Rahman 

1. YBhg. Datuk Yatimah in her concluding statement said that
energy transition towards a low carbon future is not possible
with only energy policy in place but a collective efforts
between the industry players to work together. The
policymaker urges everyone to continue providing
constructive feedback to improve energy policy for the
benefits of Malaysian O&G industry.

2. YBhg. Dato’ Arham Abdul Rahman highlighted that stronger
collaboration between the Government and industry
stakeholders for improving Malaysia energy policy and attract
future competitive investment.

3. Mohamed Firouz Asnan stressed that game-changing is
important for sustainable future of Malaysian O&G industry.
Better solutions need to be developed to improve our carbon
footprint, game-changing to re-deploy and adapting potential
future of energy industry.

4. Shane Harris concluded that Malaysian energy industry will
continue to grow. Natural gas will help to reduce carbon
emissions, with the pragmativ regulatory framework will help
achieving Malaysia Carbon neutrality aspirations.

5. Charlotte Wolff Bye said that it is more than important for
the Government to work together with the industry that will
help Malaysian energy to transform and to maximise its
competitive energy export market.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
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W O M E N  I N  M A L A Y S I A N  E N E R G Y  
( M y W I E )

“Hari Wanita Tanpa Sempadan” was organised by
PETRONAS Leading Women Network (PLWN) in
collaboration with Malaysia Women in Energy
(MyWiE) & Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE),
in conjunction with the International Women’s Day
2022. Themed on the “Gender Equality Today For
A Sustainable Tomorrow”, the panel session has
provided great insights on:

➢ The opportunity & challenges in Women
professional's career journey, especially in the
male-dominant energy industry.

➢ Sending important message to the audience in
raising more awareness about Diversity &
Inclusion for future generations.

➢ Most importantly, spotlighting women’s
significant role in driving the energy transition
for a sustainable future.

The forum started with the moderator, Faizal Adnan from PETRONAS
welcoming the guest and panellist and introducing the panellist,
Fadzleen Md. Hanipah from Shell, Siti Shafikah M Daud from
PETRONAS and Hazwan Hairollah from Society of Petroleum
Engineers (SPE).

Key Highlights

➢ As a working mother, Shafikah advised to have a good knowledge of
living healthy life. It is important for women to exercise regularly to
help the body produce good emotions and to prevent illness in
order to take care, both the family and our career.

➢ Fadzleen highlighted that to achieve a balance emotions, we need to
adop an equal mindset that men and women both have own
responsibility for the family. Both men and women have different
challenges at the same time sharing the same responsibilities.

➢ STAR concept was implemented by Hazwan in his situation to help
each other in marriage life. S for “sikap” which he told that we need
to avoid stereotype thinking where cleaning & tidying is only for
women’s responsibility. T for “toleransi” where we understand each
other shoes and that will produce team work. A for “Amanah” to
understand that this is God loan for us and we need to take the
responsible to help each others. R is “Rasional” where we need to
listen and understand not listen to argue.

Click here to watch the full session

https://www.facebook.com/JPWanita/videos/1091815821362172/
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W O M E N  I N  M A L A Y S I A N  E N E R G Y  
( M y W I E )

Malaysian Women in Energy (MyWiE) has organised MyWiE
Programme @ OTC Asia on 24th March 2022. The programme that
was held in full physical divided into two sessions, Panel Session &
Group Speed Mentoring.

The Emcee, Nabila Farhana Zainal Abidin, from PETRONAS PLWN
welcomed more than 60 participants. The event then followed by
Opening Remarks by Zahid Osman, Chairman of MyWiE Advisory
Panel and a Keynote Address by YBhg. Datuk Yatimah Sarjiman,
Deputy Director General (Sectoral), Economic Planning Unit (EPU).

Moderated by Fadzleen hanipah from Shell and Nabilah Zulkefli
from MGA, this panel session featuring energy leaders, Marina
Md Taib from PETRONAS, Ramanrao Abdullah from Deleum
Berhad and Choong Yen Li from Gas Sarawak Shell. The
conversation interactively explored key issues and high-level
recommendations on the progress, future initiatives and direction
of D&I for Malaysian Energy Industry.

“We are delighted to see 
from the Best Practices 

survey distributed prior to 
the CEO Roundtable, 10 
energy companies came 

back with fully implemented 
policies on the flexible work 

arrangement, improved 
mental health and the work 

life balanced.” – Zahid 
Osman, Chairman of MyWiE

“According to OGSE 100, which 
conducted the preliminary 

analysis on the component of 
diversity on the board members 
of the top 25 OGSE PLCs in 2020, 

just 32% of firms have at least 
30% women on their board.” –

Datuk Yatimah Sarjiman, Deputy 
Director General (Sectoral), 

Economic Planning Unit (EPU).

❖ Ramanrao concluded that everyone in the ecosystem
need to “Walk the Talk” to make greater impact of D&I.
Break the bias from the top to bottom level of
organisation to ensure inclusive working environment.

❖ Choong Yen Li shared her final words that D&I is very
much important like safety. Safe workplace will help to
promote inclusive and protected atmosphere for the
employees.

❖ Marina Taib shared her insights that this pandemic has
eventually RESET the whole industry. Energy
companies should learn from each other to ensure a
collective D&I efforts is embraced. PLWN looks forward
to working with MyWiE in playing bigger role as the
bridge to enhance future D&I programmes & policies.

Key Takeaways
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W O M E N  I N  M A L A Y S I A N  E N E R G Y  
( M y W I E )

In the 2nd session of MyWiE Programme, participants
were set in the group Speed Mentoring themed on “D&I
in the Changing World: Experience Sharing by Energy
Leaders”.

This objective behind the group speed mentoringis to
provide a platform for the mentors to share their
personal career experiences and organisation's D&I best
practices.

The 90 minutes session was filled with 7 Mentors
featuring energy professionals in sharing their thoughts
on the important of D&I, the challenges & opportunities
in creating an inclusive working environment for
male/female colleagues.

The session started with opening & introduction by the
co-moderators, Ilham Fadhilah from MPRC and Nurul
Aula From PLWN PETRONAS.

More than 20 participants was divided into seven
groups. Mentors were moved in rotations from one
group to another after 15 minutes of sharing sessions.
During this session, Mentors and participants had the
opportunities to share and ask questions around the D&I
best practices.

The Group Speed mentoring session ends with live
feedbacks sharing taken from the floor.
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HAVE YOU FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA? 

CHECK-OUT OUR LATEST POSTINGS!
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The Edge Interview
MY Country Session 

@ OTC Asia 2022
ASTRO AWANI 

News

AWANI | LINC
BERNAMA 

Exclusive Interview

MGA 

1st Industry Talk

https://www.linkedin.com/company/malaysian-gas-association-mga
https://twitter.com/MGA_Official1
https://www.facebook.com/malaysiangasassociation/
https://instagram.com/malaysiangasassociation
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCm3VpDGX6sHXMuCurXtYnqw/featured
https://malaysiangas.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Natural-Gas-Market-Liberalisation-Whats-Next-for-Malaysia.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCm3VpDGX6sHXMuCurXtYnqw/featured
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCm3VpDGX6sHXMuCurXtYnqw/featured
https://www.bernama.com/en/business/news.php?id=2067567
https://malaysiangas.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/www-astroawani-com-berita-bisnes-gas-komponen-penting-tenaga-negara-pada-masa-hadapan-344232.pdf
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The Team

Thank you for spending your time visiting MGA booth @ OTC Asia 2022.  It was 
our pleasure and honour as we enjoyed many inspiring conversations around the 

gas industry. The exhibition was a great success for OTC Asia 2022 and gave us 
the opportunity to showcase MGA brand, which generated great interest.

Thanks to you the number of visitors that has exceeded all our expectations! 

MGA @ OTC Asia Signing Off!

From left:
Rosman Hamzah (Secretary General), Nur Syarafana (Iltizam Trainee), Hasniza Mokhtar (Finance &
Admin), Sarah Musfirah (Membership & Committee,) Ariff Naquib (Graphic Design Intern), Afrina
Ghaffar Communications & Events), Nur Amira (Iltizam Trainee) & Nabilah Zulkefli (Communications
& Events)

Thank you for coming to MGA booth!

https://www.facebook.com/malaysiangasassociation/
https://twitter.com/MGA_Official1
https://instagram.com/malaysiangasassociation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/malaysian-gas-association-mga
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCm3VpDGX6sHXMuCurXtYnqw/featured
mailto:Secretariat@malaysiangas.com

